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CHAPTER I

THE INTRODUCTION AND PRESENTATION OF THE PROBLEM

report the opiniOl1s'of those involved in thisteachers;

With the close of World War II, each new year saw

the public schools across the nation becoming more and more

crowded and enrollments becoming larger and larger. With

this' continually growing enrollmeht came a demand for more

teacllers--a demand so g:t;eat that at the present time there

isa critical shortage of instructors.

The teacher-shortage crisis is of concern to

educators across the country and has prompted many colleges

and universities to experiment with the use of television in

teacher training programs.

This research will present a study of television,

used as a tool of instruction by and for educators, in the

preparation of public school teachers.

Statement 2.f.~ problem. It is the purpose 0,[ this

study to survey and to compare current practices in the use

or"television by educational insti tut ions in the training

of teachers for the public schools: to determine the extent

these practices are effective as evaluated- 'by the coll~ges

or public sChool systems ,which use tele.vision in the training
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type of experiment as 'to the probable futhre uses of tele

vision in teacher training programs.

Importance of :th£. study.. This study will be important

for several reasons: First, such a study will be important

for all concerned with teacher training and with television,

as material of this nature has not been previously compiled

into one complete report. Second, the current emphasis on

continued and upgraded teacher training programs, represent ed

in part on the local area with scholarship funds and exemplified

in part on the national level with the National Defense Educa

tion Act,l makes this study important and valuable. Third,

the teacher shortage and the increasing enrollments in the

public schools and the colleges over the country are a constant

reminO,er of the need to exami'ne any and a 11 methods for the

effective education of teachers. Television as a tool in

teacher, education is important in helping to provide more

and better teachers.

lSeeAppendixO.



aIAPTER TWO

THE TYPE OF MATERIAL AVAILABLE FOR '!HE STUDY

Because no university, college of education,

state supported department of education, research orga

nization, education foundation, or philanthropic society

has ever issued a complete report of the material with

which this study was concerned, it was difficult to secure

printed books or authoritative comments by people in the

field of education on the use of television for the train

ing of teachers.

Individual institutions, some organizations such

as the Chicago Board of Education, and a few foundations

havep-g.blished pamphlets, booklets, and some reports on a

yearly or first time basis. Whenever possible, the author

collected these materials for reference. When this was

not possible, he sent letters to organizations directly

involved with educational television for some details to

th.eir pr()gram. Sometimes articles describing television

st.udiesinvolvingexperiments in different institutions

or organ:izationswerechecked for information.

Asa result oflett.erssent to organizations and

agencies,overtwenty.pamphlets were received which gave
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definite facts and oplnions concerning the use of television

in the training of teachers, and are listed in the bibliogrdphy.

Many of these pamphlets, booklets, and reports dealt

primarily with the use of television in the presentation of

courses over television 'and had little to do with the use of

television in the training of teachers. Because of the ma-

terial concerning teacher training through television these

booklets and opinions reflected a valuable part of the

literature which the author found was available in this field.

Because no publisher had issued a book containing .

authoritative facts, figures, and opinions on the phase of

education of teachers by television, the author prepared

for utilization a questionnaire to obtain these opinions and

these facts. This questionnaire was sent to those individuals

diretting the use of television in the institutions concerned

with the type of training with which this study was concerned.

The pertinent information thus obtained would provide addi

tional information relatinq to the study as a whole.
c~

A questionnaire was mailed to all of the institutions

which were listed as using television as part of the teacher

training program by the Joint CounCil on Educational Tele

vision and the Committee on TeleviSion of the American Council

on Education. In addition, a questionnaire was sent to those

tolleges and uhiversities whiCh were· using television asa
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teacher education device. Questionnaires.,were sent to those

educational institutions which are listed below:

1. Abilene Christian College, Abilene, Texas.

2. Brockport State Teachers College, Brockport, N. Y.

3. California College of Arts ffi1d Crafts, Oakland,
California ..

4. Central Washington College, Ellensburg, Washington.

5. Chico State College, Cbico, California.

6. Concordia Teachers College, Seward, Nebraska.

7. Dominican College of San Rafael, San Rafael,
California.

8. Eastern Montana College of Education, Billings,
Montana.

9. Fisk University, Nashville, Tennessee.

10. Fresno State College, Fresno, California.

11. Gallaudet College, Washington, D. C.

i2. Georgia Teachers College, Collegeboro, Georgia~

13. Henderson State Teachers College, Arkadelphia,
Arkansas.

14. Illinois State Normal University, Normal, Illinois.

15. Iowa State Teachers College, Ames, Iowa.

16. Kansas State Teachers College, Emporia, Kansas.

17.. Millersville ' State Teachers College, Millersville,
Pe~nsylvallia.

1.8. New Jersey State Teachers College, Upper Montclair,
New Jersey.

19. Notre Dame University, Notre Dame Indiana.
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20. Ohio State Un'~versity, Co1umbu.s, "Ohio..

21. Oregon College of Education, Monmouth, Oregon.

22. Rhode Island College of Education, Providence,
,Rhode Island.

23. Sacramento State College, Sacramento, California.

24. San Diego State College, San Diego, California.

25. San Francisco State College, San Francisco,
California ..

26. San Jose State College, San Jose, California.

27. Southwest Texas State Teachers College, San Marcos,
Texas. ,"

28. Stanford University, Stanford, California.

29. State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.

30. Teachers College, Columbia University, New York,
New York.

31. University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona.

32.. University of California, Berkeley, California.

33. University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida.

34. University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia.

35. University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

36. University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, North
Dakota ..

37. University of Toledo, Toledo, Ohio.

38. Utah State University, Logan, Utah.

39. Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan.

40. Western Illinois State College, Macomb, Illinois.

41. Alameda County School System, Alameda, California.
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42. Baltimore :eounty School System, Towson, Maryland ..

43. California State Department of Education,
Sacramento, California.

44. Evansville School System, Evansville, Indiana.

45. Fresno County School System,Fresno, California.

46. Jefferson County Public Schools, Louisville,
Kentucky.

47. Washington County School ~ystem, Hagerstown,
Maryland.

48. Evanston Township High School, Evanston, Illinois.

The questionnaire was designed t 0 be general in

nature so as to allow for individual comment and individual

appliCation of the material at the institutions where it was

employed. It was also specific enough to provide facts and

figures from which conclusions could be drawn as to what the

edUCational institutions were doing with television in the

training of teachers. A copy of this questionnaire, which

was an essential part of this thesis study, is presented in

the appendix..

This questionnaire provided a large body of current

facts and opinions on this vital subject of the training of

teachers through televisim. Since so few books an"d pamphlets

are available on the subject, the responses to this question

naire are the principal source of information for this study.



CHl\PTER THREE

CURRENT PRACTICES IN THE USE OF TELEVISION AS A TECHNIQUE

EMPLOYED BY EDUCATIONAL INSTIT:UTIONS
//

IN THE TRAINING OF TEACHERS

The first objective in the investigation of this

problem waS to find to what extent television was being

. used by colleges and universities for the training of teachers

for the public schools. The questionnaire provided the

answers to this question.

One outstanding report was the one issued by the

San Jose State Co1lege,2 which gave in detail what seems to

be a good example of how to provide for teacher training

through the medium of television. As a result, the San Jose

program will be dealt with in great detail so that one

specific example can be developed. for a better understanding

of this type of teacher training.

The San Jose authorities felt that one of the most

va.luable experiences offered teaching candidates in their

training program was the observation of actual classroom

operation. San Jose State Colle ge does not operate an

2'J:'etev:isionl?roJeci Repo:rtFr011lSanJose State College,
SanJose,Ca1ifornia(San Jose, California: San Jose State
College, 1958}, 151pp..
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actual laboratory or '"emonstration schoo~, and as a result

all observation for in-training teachers must be managed in r

the public schools in the area near the college.

The unusually large growth in the educational depart

ments within the college has created a great many problems in
-

the San Jose area in the teacher education program. San Jose

pointed out that because of their increasing college enroll

ments, there ''las a large burden on the pUblic schools within

traveling distance, and ."it had become almost impossible to

provide sufficient classrooms for ,all the observers who wished

to take pre-practice observation.

Another point was the difficulty in obtaining suffi-

cient situations where the observer is able to see how the

best classroom teacher actually worked. This lack of obser-

vation\seriously reduced the efficiency of their teacher

education program. As a result, one of the very first develop..

mental 'studies in television at San Jose State College under

took to decide whether closed-circuit observation could be

used to tak~the plac:e of field observation for many students.

In addition to the actual observation,large groups

of students would be ,able to receiveconunents from a good

College instructor who was trained in the evaluation of,what

t1:le teac:her on~uty:was actuallydoing~ This could be done

at the moment .'. the.obse~vatiol1W'as talcingplace, because.it

wasbei~gconductedoutside therooDl where the class Was in
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seemed to San Jose State College to be the answer to some

of the problems, and also to add a wonderfUlly new dimension

to the teacher education program.

It is interesting to follow in detail the manner in

which the schedule for this teach~r training program was

actually developed. 3 A block viewing situation for ninety

eight students in five sections of this particular observation

The college used four 21 ft Conrae television receivers,

course was arranged in an extremely large room in the school!;

regular education building. This building had formerly been

a smal-I, playhouse theatre with a capacity of some 300 people

and had been converted into a classroom.

one on each outside aisle and two in front of the room. The

students were required to attend television observation for two

hours ·from 9:30 to 11:30 A.M. twice each week for four weeks ..~

·Five elementary education instructors alternated in

giving directed observation to the viewing students, and in

addition the individual instructor.s were able to use the

rec.eivers in theit rooms in class time fot supplementary viewing.

,

I session; a discussion:could be managed'inunediately, and the

person in charge could point out any errors that were being I

made, as well as indicating those things which seemed partic

ularly skillful.

The closed-circuit television program, therefore,

,
j
I
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In order to make clear exactly what was arranged by

San Jose State College in this pre-teacher training program,

it is best to quote directly from their pamphlet dealing

with the television project. for the year 1957 through 1958"

Methods of Observation. The participating teachers
and principals in the public schools cooperated heartily
with every phase of the program. While the Education
Division instructors believed that it would be desirable
to observe a given class for several days, the elementary
school teachers objected to this schedule, not wishing
to be o~served by large groups for more than one day at
a time.

At one of the elementary schools, three teachers

rotated days so that the classrooms of these teachers were

observed for four hours each day, and at their request all

viewing was interrupted during recess and lunch hours. At

the end of three weeks, the program was moved to another

elementary school where a similar arrangement was made.

These teachers rotated teaching for television in the same-

manner as at the first elementary school.

PrioJ; to television observation, each college student
and instructor in the program received a packet containing:

1. A map of the schoo!',
2. A seating chart of each room to be observed,

giving location of each student (by first name),
and th.elocation of the cameras ..

3. A map of the playground.
4. A sched.ule of each teacher's program for each day's

observation.,;5

4Ibid.,p. 38.
--"' .. ,

5:rbid~, p. 39.
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It'would seem; therefore, that'the instructors involved

in this experiment were given ample time to prepare their rna!"

terial, and that they would not seem to be constantly on dis

play. The system of having one day on and two days off the

television camera made it possible for them to have time to

prepare, yet in case of any discipline problems there would be

time, during the two-day period when-the teacher was off

camera, for these items to be managed without any difficulty.

The San Jose State College program worked out a

system of instructor and student evaluation. In addition to

this the public school teachers had to give evaluations, and

in all cases these observations were placed together for

discussion and correction for the next time the course was

offered on television.

It will be advantageous to consider what these

evaluations were.

Instructors' Evaluations

Each cpllege faculty member was given an "lTV Diary"
iil.whichhe was asked to list such facts as conferences
attend~d, how much he used television observation
during classti.me, hi~ i,.mpressions of the program
week by week,the effect of the observation on him
as an instructor and any co mments and criticisms not
covered in the body of the diary.

Students' Evaluations
~

Ea.Ch student at the beginning of the course before
television observation started, was asked to fill out
apr~-test designed to obtain an indication of his
allticipation,!of what television could do as compared
with field observation.
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...... , at the;end of the Instructional Television
Observation Program, the Education 104 students were
given the same form as a post-test and asked to fill
it out in terms of the television observation ex
perience. In addition, the students were asked to
fill out a different form •• _, giving their
opinion of the advantages, limitations, recommenda
tions, and general comments for both the television
observation and field observation experience ..

Public School Teachers' Evaluation

The participating teachers in the pUblic schools
were requested to prepare summary statements concern
ing the televised classroom program conducted at
their school. These statements were to include
advantages, disadvantages, suggestions, and recom
mendations for future use. 6

The many charts and graphs which were employed by the

San Jose State College to support the evidence and the criti-

cisms and the evaluations of the teachers; the instructors,

and the students participating in the observation class

prodused several interesting results.
""

, As a.: kind of quick summation, it might be pointed .out

that th,e majority of the people felt that the amount of lecture

mate.rial>which had to be covered lessened the value of random

observa.fion dtlring class time when the random viewing could

notbecorrela.ted with the topic at hand. 7

6';.
~., Pp.39-40.

+Ibid., p.. 45.
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Also the technical difficulty, sucli as audio trans-

mission, and inexperience 'I.'I1i th the operation of television

receivers was frustrating to the instructors. 8 ,

In addition to this, one of the chief targets for

criticisms was the block observation, and it waS criticized

for several reasons. First of all, it WaS felt that two

hours waS too long a viewing period. Second, the presence

of a large number of students from several classes inhibited

discussion. Third, audio "'difficulties were bothersome and

upsetting to some students during the long sessions. Fourth,

the routine school classroom situation did not often hold

the interest of the college students, especially while the

instructors and the students were exploring a totally new

technique of observation.. 9

"~!t rather quick summary showing some of the results

whiCh San Jose State Colle gee felt were gained from the

general television program will follow ..

San Jose presented several general impressions on

the value of the work, but one of the most important WaS that

ofhavirig aClassworl\: before television cameras. '!his helped

the teacher as niuch if riot more than the children.. The child-

ren themselves·, seemed to f eel a sense of responsibility, and

8Ibid.

9Ibid•
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they appeared interested and tried to do their best work

at all times. They felt sure that in the children's desire I

to help their teacher, the strain of an entire day became

too much for them. Sometimes the children seemed very glad

the day was over because 'of 'having to work so hard while

fton camera", and thus an atmosphere of their learning
10deteriorated measurably.

The fact that it is a strain for any instructor to

,prepare material for a good class even under normal conditions,

it is obvious that the preparation. and production involved'

in front of a television camera becomes a very difficult

activity. San Jose felt that four hours of this type of

teaching in one day was a major effort for the demonstra

tion teacher. ll

The children were interested in the equipment,

especially the cameras, and they enjoyed having the room very

well lighted which was necessary for televising the class

session. Because of the noise distortion on the microphones,

the children were asked to move quietly, and the windows

were closed. This caused the temperature to go up, in the

room and presented an unsatisfactory teaching situation. 12

IOIbid.; pp. 59-60.'

llIbid.;

12tbid.-
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San Jose State College felt that ,their telecasting

of classroom activities was a success. They felt that great'

care was needed to be taken'in selecting the instructor to

be seen on the television screen. Among their conclusions

and recommendations are the' six which as listed in their

order of importance to San Jose State College.

1. Give greater consideration to the major
role played by the cla,ssroom teacher by:

a. Arranging a more precise schedule of
viewing .... Use each minute of the
program she has worked so 'hard to
prepare; optional viewing is a waste
of her efforts and energies.

b. ASking her to spend less time than
four hours each day in fr9nt or
cameras. (Perhaps one-half of a
SChool day should be the maximum).

c. Allowing her more days off between
telecasting days.

d. Increasing the two-way communication
between the teacher and the college
instructors.

e. Taking steps to insure that the
reception is viewed only by college
students in a classroom situation.

f. Providing an adequate monetary compen
sation for the extra efforts rendered
by the teacher. (Some consideration
also ,should be given to awarding
professional growth o,roth er units
to the teachers involved.)

2. Give more attention to the protection of
schoolbuildingsand,classrooms. (Such as
removing nails from wood\'1ork, Or, putting in
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. ~., p. 61.

t ,
tution.inthe training of teachers for th~·ptiblicschools.

-'"
more permanent f.ixtures; put furniture
back in place when it is necessary to
move it; closing and locking doors and
windows; taking care not to disturb
room decorations).

Give more thought to the length of time
technicians are asked to focus on one
child. A few moments after the child
becomes aware, his actions are other
than normal.

Equip classrooms with sound-proofing so
that windows may be opened for ventila
tion, especially on .hot days. (Even if
windows are open and the shades are
closed, circulation of air isn't suffi
cient enough to permit adequate ventila
tion. Then too, the shades flap noisily
in the draft).

Send classroom teacher an evaluation of
the general technical impressions and
suggestions, and a list of the specific
uses to which their efforts were put.

Make up a form to be used for the evalua
tion of the program. l3

5.

I",'

This experiment, then, is one of major studies and

shows to a gre.at extent the current practices in the use c£

television as a technique employed by an educational insti:"

The criticism of participating teachers indicates

that a ,technical approach is necessary, and that well-trained,

highly skilled, and extremely competent directors and camera

men are needed if the, experiment is to be as successful as

the teachers involved seem to feel that it can and should be._
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The s~p. Jose project was pickeCi because it is the

only ~ollege or university project in the United States

which lias been given competent evaluation.. Al though other

institutions are involved in this type of teacher training,

they have by no means managed to reach the level of the

San Jose operation.

It is very possible that some of the plans of the

future will be much more extensive than the system at

San Jose, but at the present time, it seems the most complete

and· effective.

One of the schools which plans to employ the use of

closed-circuit television in its operation, is located in

Chicago, Illinois. There the Board of Education of the City

of Chicago is finishing a complete closed-circuit television

in the-'Phicago Teachers College and the Wilson Branch of the

City College System, where a $45,000 closed-circuit televi

sion installation will be completed within the next year.14

The television coordinators in these schools plan to use the

Closed-circuit situation both as a means of training teaehers

and teaching subject matter.

l4t>iscussionwith Dr.. M••..MainwariIig, Head· of Audio
Visual Education,_ Chicago Teacher§College. and--Wilson Branch
o.fChica.go CityCol,.leges.
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At present, how'ever, Chicago Teachers College in

cooperation with Station WGN-TV is sponsoring a program to

aid teachers in the instruction of mathematics. To quote

an article in the Chicago Sunday Tribune:

The second semester of TV Teachers College, telecast
weekdays over Channel 9, will be devoted to improvement
[ofJ instruction in mathematics.

The Courses will again be held for teachers in the
primary, intermediate, and upper grades.

The courses will be offered for credit by the Chicago
Teachers College and ~re intended primarily for in-service
teachers. However, college graduates or persons who hav.e
taught for several l~ars are al'so eligible to take the
courses for credit.

In a later chapter discussion will be made on the

extent and techniques now being employed by other institutions

in the use of television as a means of training teacher

trainees. The San Jose State College was used primarily in

this chapter because, as indica ted before, it is well cata--

10gued and highly detailed and is one of the few programs

in the country which seems to be beyond the experimental

stage.

15News item in the Chicago Sunday Tribune, FebrUary
8, 1959~ , '



CHAPTER FOUR

THE EXTENT OF THE EFFECfIVENESS OF TELEVISION AS EVALUATED

BY THE COLLEGES OR PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEMS WHIOI ARE USING

TELEVISION IN THE TRAINING OF TEACHERS

In order to determine the use" of television in the

training of public school teachers, a. questionnaire was

sent, as indicated, to forty-~ight colleges, universities

or public school systems. Of these forty-eight, a total

number of thirty-two responded by saying that they were

using or would use SOme sort of television for their teacher

training program. A list of the colleges actually using

such a program follows:

1. Abilene Christian College, Abilene, Texas.

2.. Brockport Teachers College, Brockport, N. Y.

'3.. Central Washington College, Ellensburg, Wash.

4. Chico State College, Chico, California.

5. Eastern Montana College of Education, Billings,
Montana.. , ,

6. Fresno State College, Fresno, Californla..

7. Ga1lauc1et College, Washington, D.. C.

8. Henderson State Teachers, College, Arkadelphia,
~rkansas.

().. Illinois State Normal University, NOI'ma1, 111,.
"

lO.~11er~ville Sta.te Teachers, Col1eg~, Mill¢rsvi1le,
l),ennsylvartia.
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11. Oregon College of EducatioD,Monmouth, Oregon.

12. San Jose State College, San Jose, California+

13. State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.

14. Teachers College, Columbia University, N. Y.

15. University of Toledo, Toledo, Ohio ..

16. Utah State University, Logan, Utah.

17. Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan.

18. Western Illinois State College, Macomb, Ill ..

19. Baltimore County School System, Towson, Md.

20. Evansville School System, Evansville, Ind.

21. Jefferson County Public Schools, Louisville, Ky.

22. Evanston TownShip High School, Evanston, Ill.

It is well to consider the amount of use and the

advantages and uses of television in classroom observation.

Of th~'SChools reporting that they were using television as

a device for the training of teachers in education, 80 per

cent felt that observation Could be made \~ithout disturbing

the class, iand this was one of the greatest advantages of the

use of television in.classroom observation.

Teachers involved in teaching the regular demonstra-

.' tiort class indicated that a demonstration or lesson is auto

ma.tically dH:ruptedwhenever an outside college class arrives

forobsetvationpurp6ses. A'lIl1ostallof the instructors who

replied feltthat<thisis true.. Theu.seofthe· television

camera, in thissitllation,>makes ftpoSs1.blef'oriany number
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of'peop1.e to observe a class at any given time without dis

turbing the class.

One of the most interesting observations made by the

instructors replying to the questionnaire was the fact that

the students who were observing the class by use of televi

sion were able to see classwork in progress without the

pupils aware that there are unseen visitors watching them

perform. Ninety per cent of the instructors involved felt

that this is one of the distinctive ~dvantages of observing

a ciass by television. The vi ewing' students not only see

an actual class situation, but they also see the same situa

tions because of the camera's Heye.'t

Eighty per cent of the people reporting felt that

cOmmentary by the instructor, which could be given during

the obs~rvation, was of great importance, and 70 per cent

of the schools felt that the facial expressions of the

students could be observed as opposed to the back-of-the

head view which is Seen by a class when they do visit a

demollstrafionclass in a normal situation. Most of the

returns·' indicated that observat ion opportunities seemed

far greatei'throughtlleuseof television than by actual

attenda.nce ill the 'classroom. ' The overall opinion was that

the 6bserirationfacilities in a classtoom were inadequate,

anefthe1florerel.axe'datmosphere of the viewing room wi t11

1fl()recomf()rtaDJ.Fe~ rno-va.ble>sea.ts andmoredildividtial space
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allowed the students watching the observation to become more

aware of what was actually going on in the classroom.

It iS t of course t physically impossible to provide

the opportunity for observing by more than thirty students

if they must actually visit a classroom. In most cases

there would be no limitation whatsoever on the number of

people who could watch a demonstration class in action if an

adequate number of receiving sets were provided for their use.

The advantages of being able to ask or introduce

questions about some situation which might occur during the"

observation period could not but make the training of stu

dents involved more meaningful.

Students involved in teacher training are concerned

with many different research projects and often with the

preparation of material for use in class for pre-practice

or actual practice teaching. As long as the students in

teacher 'training could secure as much information through

the television situation as by actual attendance in observ

ing a demonstratio.n class in session, the use of television

is a distinct •advantage.

S~veral of the teachers who returned the questionnaire

w:ere dist,urb~d about the fact that the camera could only look

in one> direction atonet.ime. This· means that the Camera

C0111dreveal>only one person at a time or one section of the

:room atonet.iine.. ManY things call be happening all over the
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classroom simultaneousx'y, and, in all ptohability, the tele

vision camera might not reveal all of the events which would 1

be of interest to the students watching the demonstrationo .

It is also true that the camera would be able to focus on

visual aids being used by the teacher, or perhaps it could

show something being prepared by the pupils of the class

without their being aware of it. As a result the disadvan

tages and advantages would probably balance themselves out

as this focusing of attention on important objects could be

accomplished more effectively fori the observer than by the .

observer ..

Frequent difficulty with reception of the picture in

the viewing room, distortion of sound, and other technical

problems were noted; these tend to cause some of the instruc

tors t~\feel that teaching by television had some disadvan

tages.. Certainly the failure of sound or video at an impor

tant point in the observation of a class would render the

period practically useless.. Adequate technical assistance

should be, employed in the presentation of these observations.

The natural curiosity concerning new things in a

classroom, such as a,new picture, a new instructional material,

and soon, caused children in the room to be curious concern

ing the. television equipment. However, the questionnaire

revealed that after initial curiosity had passed, the equip

ment .in the' demonstration room did not disturb> the pupils
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involved. This would seem to indicate ~hat more equipment

could be used, which, possibly, would improve the technical

reception as well as allowing for additional monitoring so

that many areas of the room could be covered at all times ..

Emphasis was placed on the advantage of good teamwork

in the production of the television lesson. Almost all of

the instructors wanted a good technical crew to assist them

in their productions, and they wanted to have as much pre

paration as possible before the class was presented. Also in

those cases where the students may. ask questions following

the demonstration, the college instructor and the demonstra

tion teacher should plan the lesson together so that there

would be ample time for questions from the college students

observing the class. The planned lesson was to help both

studerffs and instructors who had to meet with other classes •

. In addition, the college instructor could alert his class

to watch for certain questions and situations which were

being setup by the demonstration teacher.

The use of television in the demonstration class did

not usually affect the normal working situation in the class

room. Very little was done to alter existing classroom light.

Almost nothing was done to improve the acoustics of the class

room, ano the microphoI1es were not placed !necessarily so as

to give thel:>est possible pickup.

All of the schools involved used~hate"V'er .camera or
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cameras they had.. There did not seem to be much question

about camera angles or techniques, or the use of many cameras'

to properly televise the classroom situation..

Thus, it seems that there are two effective uses of

television, and one large'area in which the effectiveness

of the medium is considerably lessened.. The advantages are

that any number of people may observe ·the same class situa

tion without being seen and without disturbing the class,

and that the instructor of the college class can ask ques

tions, give comments, and answer questions put to him during

the observation period. Much of the ineffective use of the

medium comes as a result of inadequate technical facilities,

but it is also true that in almost every case reported the

technical process of production was considered inadequate

and far".pe10w the average of a standard commercial station.

The actual percentages, as well as answers to specific

question's" about some of the points discussed in this chapter,

can be found in the appendix~ Reference should be made to

that,p()rtion of this study for answers to any specific ques

tionsapout this material ..



THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE USE OF TELEVISION IN THE TRAINING

OF TEACHERS AS EVALUATED BY THE COLLEGES AND SCHOOL SYSTEMS

EMPLOYING TI1E MEDIUM

'CHAPTER FIVE

The reporting institutions all· seemed pleased

generally with the results of their television work in the

training of teachers.. They were specifically able to point

out a number of places where they felt that some improve

ment might be made ..

This chapter deals with the effectiveness of the plan

as it is currently employed, and also emphasizes those elements

:which are somewhat weak in the procedure nm1\7 employed ..

'''-'The various institutions reported that the number of

students watching the classes in teacher training in using

televisionil1 the teaching of multiple classes ranged from

):1 t'o1..lrteert to one hundred. This range provided a very interest

irigscale, as only 8 per certtof the schools questioned had

fo'Urteen sttiderttswa.tchingonlyone lesson, and 8 per cent

hacI ahundredstuden.tsVltatchirig'any one lesson, so that both

ends of the scale had,the same percentage. Thirty-three per

cent employed approxifuately"h~el1ty';'five>studeritsvie'\,,7'in.g i' each

leSSbn.SO· fat as >tlieothern1..lDlbets weteconcetned,:8 per

ceritallowed fifteen students; 8 per cent, twenty-five
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to thirty-five; 8 per c.ent, thirty; 17 per"cent employed

forty students; thus it seems that twenty-five students is

the average number employed by the greatest number of college

and universities in the viewing of a television class.

'This size is approximately that of a regular class

taught by conventional methods. The advantage to television

is that multiple sections of the same -college course can be

watching simultaneously the same television presentation. As

long as there were sufficient viewing rooms and sets, as many

as several thousands of people could be watching the same class.

In most cases, however, it would be impossible to pro

vide a discussion leader or instructor teaching the class in

an education department for more than three or four viewing

sections. This is due to the lack of qualified instructors.

-""J'he institutions responding to the questionnaire

found that they preferred a classroom with movable chair

seats; Q'O per cent of those responding indicated a preference

for movable seats. The next highest percentage, 25 per cent,

preferred an auditorium or a theatre type room. Seventeen

'per cent\preferreda classroom with fixed s~ats, 8 per cent a

lecture hall with levels for seats, and 8 per cent also for a

lecture ha.ll with lnovable seats.

'Asaresult of the figures given above, the conclusion

dr,awn is '. that the' majority preferred a< room with movable

seats ..
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In modifying the classroom into'a xoom for television

viewing, 42 per cent indicated that they did dim the lights, ,

and 42 per cent said they did not. Since almost half of the

institutions dimmed the lights and almost half did not, there

was no consistent practice or advantage to either dimming the

lights or leaving them on. A possible theatre-like atmosphere

is not in ant way created nor found to be especially desirable.

Eighty-three per cent of the responding institutions

indicated that they used mUltiple receivers for the classroom.

Thirty-three per cent indicated that they used only one

receiver. Some of these institutions indicated that funds

more than the desire for any particular number dictated the

number of receivers used.

Fifty-eight per cent of the institutions questioned

placed""the receivers at the front of the room, 33 per cent at

the side, 25 per cent put them both at the front and the side,

and 8 per cent placed them at the back.

Fifty per cent of the institutions used only one

speaker for the classroom, and 33 per cent of those responding

indicated they used multiple speakers to get a sterophonic

effect so that the aUdio could be heard from all sides of the

room. In 58 per cent of the cases, the speakers were placed

at the front ()f the room, and the remaining responses indicated

that speakers wereplaceci at various· angles ahout!the room

deperiding,onthe a.rchitecture of the room involved.
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The'television ~eceivers were placed from three and a

half to seven feet from the floor 1 and 58 per cent indicated ~

that five to six feet waS the height best suited for viewing.

Many of the preceding statements indicated that the

extent of the use of television is considerable and that this

use is not in any great way influenced by the type of room

which is involved. Most of the respondents indicated that

television receivers can be placed in most regular college or

university classrooms without extensive remodeling or alter

ation of existing facilities.. In the questionnaires returned

there seemed" to be no reason to indicate that a normal class-

room procedure in a traditional type of room would not be

satisfactory for televised instruction..

A question was asked as to what subjects or subject

areas we,re best suited to the use of television in the

teacher training program. Answers to the question indicateo

that there were more classes taught in the subject matter

area than any other area listed in the questionnaire ..

The complete listing of these is included in the

appendix, where is is pointed out that in the teacher training~
I

progr;:tmclasses in composition, European Government, dramatic

interpretation, mathematics, shorthand, art, music, beginning

chemistry; Englishilitera1:ure , typing', speech arts, science,

ancisocial sciences are allhigh·0n the 1is1: of those· being

taught by teievision~



In the area of ~rofessional education, courses taught

by television included observation of classes, observation of;

testing demonstrations, secondary curriculum and instruction,

direct teaching in observation, elementary school curriculum,

human development, educational survey of the field, and obser

vation of education classes. The institutions involved in

teaching these areas by television are listed in the appendix ..

The questionnaire requested the opinions of the

institutions and the instructors involved as to which of the

courses they mentioned were best adaptable for televised

instruction in the training of teachers. The questionnaire

also asked whether or not the teaching of this class provided

any special training for the future teachers and requested an

explanation.

-',pne of the colleges reported that the observation of

classes and demonstrations was particularly valuable because

it reveaied to future teachers the actual application of theory.

1'hisseeme4 to be worth considerable attention and time because

of.·th~ ,fact that so many textbooks empl~asize theoretical

materials as well as application. By providing the students

the opportunity to actually see the classroom teaching proce

dure in action, this insti.tution felt that a great .deal of

could be accomplished. 16

'16Wesfern IllinoisStateCOilege, M.acon:ib, Illinois.
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In the human development area, another institution

felt that to provide observation of pupils at different grade

levels gave students more opportunities to see development.

Because of this the institution felt that the teacher training

material particularly lent' itself to television. 17

One institution was very emphatic that although it

particularly felt that science and matnematics were best

adapted to televised instruction, that almost anything at all

could be adapted to televi'sion, and this was dependent upon

only one thing. It had to be given' aU. • • good adaptation

by a very adaptable teacher. u1B

It was found that the amount of time devoted to the

use of television sometimes depended upon how many people

were needed to prepare the material. If a great deal of

supervis'ion was necessary, this pr ocess tended to keep many

programs from materializing.

The survey reported that 36 per cent of those insti-

tutionsusing television teaching allowed only the teacher to

decide the procedure and presentation of subject matter for

the televised instruction. Nine per cent had a teac.her and

a producer-or a person designated to oversee the entire pro

duction. Another 9 percent had a teacher and a director or

17Abilene Christian College, Abilene, Texas.

18Brockport State Teachers College, Brockport, N. Y.
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one who directs the camera shots specifically decide on

procedure and presentation of subject matter for te1evision.. t

Eighteen per ·cent allowed the teacher, the producer, and the

director together to decide on procedure; .four per cent allowed

the teacher and department head to decide, whereas another fG>ur

per cent allowed the teacher, the dean or other administrator,

and the producer to decide the presentation of material.. Only

four per cent of the reporting institutions allowed the depart

ment chairman alone to decide on procedure, and still another

four per cent allowed only the producer to decide on proce-'

dure and presentation of subject matter.

Looking at this breakdown more closely, 78 per cent of

the reporting institutions using television in their teacher

t~aining program allpwed only the teacher or the teacher in

c9operation with other members connected ~ith the program to

decide on the procedure and presentation of subject matter;. ,
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thought that a performing ability was nece,ssary, and 32 per

cent felt that it was desirable. Twenty-seven per cent felt

that a good voice quality was necessary, and 54 per cent felt

that it was desirable. Neatness in dress and appearance was

felt necessary by only 4 per'cent, whereas 78 per cent felt

that it was desirable.. Only 4 per cent felt that good posture

was necessary, 73 per cent thought it was desirable, and 4

per cent felt that it was not important at all.

Attractive physical appearance wa~ felt desirable by

59 per cent, but 23 per cent though~ it was not important.

So far as enth,usiasm for the televised instruction was con

cerned, 68 p~r cent thought it was necessary, and 14 per cent

thought it was desirable. Seventy-eight per cent thought that

enthusiasm for teaching was necessary, and 4 per cent listed

it was·h~ing desirable.. As to adaptability to new methods

and procedures of presentation, 68 per cent thought such

ada~tabi1itywas necessary, and 14 per cent thought it was

d~sirable.

From the ~boye it can be seen that the personal

attributesof the television teacher are important. Far too

often the voic;e of the instructor over television is untrained

and so far as a television presentation is concerned, almost

inadequate. All those institutions who replied to the question

concerning ,the vocal quality of the television instructor,

81 per cent indiCated that> a good voice quality,' was either
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necessary or desirable,.: and no singl e re'turn showed it marked

as not important.

As to the number of classes taught by the television

instructor, some of the institutions such as Illinois State

Normal University said that the number was' not standardized

because it was so experimental. Also that there had been no

definite policy set down as yet, but 23 per cent did indicate

that three other regular classes were taught. Nine per cent

indicated that two were taught, 4 per cent indicated that

between three and four were taught,. and 4 per cent indicated

that four were taught.

The preceding has attempted to show the reason why

some physical attributes of the television instructor and

technical aspects of television help to control the extent

of telev~sion presentations. But of the mOst vital impor

tance is the actual opinions and beliefs of those involved

directly'in the training, of teachersthrottgh television.

Many of the directors of instructional television

programs and television instructors were able to point out

specifit things which they felt to be effective about train

ing through television. Among these are those which are to

be listed 6n the following pages.
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see it enlarged. This olose-up advantage made the medium

especially valuable. 23

On the other side occasionally a scboo1 would indi

cate that they were not satisfied with the results in their

television lessons. For instance, experience indicated

that considerable more planning was necessary than for a

regular classroom presentation.. If the instructor went on

camera ill-prepared, his effectiveness was somewhat impaired

by inadequate preparation.24

It was felt that great reso~rces were brought to the

students by the use of the close-up, by the enlargement of

materials, and by the focus of attention on what is most

important. Television stimulated more student interest,

participation, and discussion. 25

·'.Jtgain it was pointed out that a good teacher was made

better because th.e instructor had more time for preparation,

and hE;? usually worked harder before a class because he had the

23Ibid.-
24We~tern Illinois State College, Macomb, Illinois.

25un:iversity of Toledo, Toledo, Ohio.
26 . ........•.. .

Jeff~r§pncounty .. Pttblicf5phools ,Louisville, Ky.
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on view and wanted, therefore, to be at his best.. The students

Township HighSchool, Evanston,Illinoi.s ..
",> •...: :.; '. .' ", '.' " ".'.:' , '

J,

27Ibi.d ..
28····.··

Evanston

The team approach between the teacher and her pupils

and the college instructor and his students helped to provoke J

probably made the effectiveness of the'teaching considerably
27

more than would be usual ..

a professional and progressive type of VlTork in the under

standing of the course.. There was a greater variety of

experiences for the child involved in the experiment, and

the fact that the classroom teacher waS on his best behavior

One of the schools, still in the pioneering stage of

instruction by television for the training of teachers, felt

that the greatest asset that the program of television teaching

offered was to bring the master teacher into the viewing class

room. This asset was so important that it justified all the

involved in watching the television program had a much better

view and had no difficulty in seeing.. The teacher usually

controlled the center of interest by provoking the attention

to· that' which he felt was important. A good teacher was made

far more accessible to far more students than could be possible

in any other way .. 28

Another questionnaire response indicated that the

~teacher undoubtedly prepared better- as he was performing and'



work and expense of adjusting to a new type of teaching
29

procedure. .

Another institution felt that the chief advantage

was that television provided a better opportunity to inte

grate theory and practice. and to allow theoretical applica

tion to be viewed '\rJith ease and without difficulty.. 30

Thus, the most effective use of television by the

institutions involved in this program of teacher training

would be to bring the better equipped, better prepared,

and most effectively trained teachers before a larger number

of students in an intimate situation where all people con-

cerned have an opportunity to see clearly and where the

attention of the educational problems or the discussion for

the moment can be focused on easily by the instructor in

charge.

29.··.
Bastern Montana College of Education, Billings,
lyiontana .. ; .

30GallatldletCollege, Washington, D. C..



CHAPTER SIX

THE FUTURE USES OF TELEVIS ION IN THE

TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAM

The institutions returning the questionnaire indi-

cated that they had many specific aims "and opinions about

the use of the medium of televis:ion in teacher training

programs, but, many of these were involved with their needs

rather than their aims. All of the ,material from the ques-

tionnaire, which could be catalogued in a logical fashion,

has been included in the appendix.

The author will explain, and to a certain extent

elaborate on, what, the various institutions report by way

of planning for fututre uses of television in their teacher

education programs.

rn order to enable college students who are prepar

ing for the teaching profession to s ee good teaching without

'interfering with pupil learning, Central Washington College

plans ,to add and to make controlled classes in television

almost.its sole method of teach:tng observation. To provide

this studerttfacility,an adequate number of viewing class-

rooms i sessentHl.l.

By using t.elevision consistently, institutions plan
.': ,:'--:.";:,.,:;',',,;' ,,' ,..: .. ',- '.. ,':,:;,','"

it possible fo.r their instructional staff better to
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prepare and to present. tl1e teacher traini:ng.,.material with a

little more patiemce and care. 31 The use they hope to make

of these better trained teachers is to allow them to serve

as models for all of the students in the teacher training

program. Just how the coll'eges are going to inspire their

faculty members to this goal was not clearly stated, but it

is definitely one of the aims to be made of the medium in

the future.

Still another use of televised instruction will be

to provide an opportunity for teachipg multiple sections

in both the elementary schools and the colleges. However,

this again is a future use and is listed as a goal.

Through adequate television planning and program-

ming, many institutions felt that better use of instructional

staff aml,teaching materials could be mananged. In, some cases

fairly elaborate studies are being conducted to determine how

this could be -managed and used in the future. 32

Almost all of the reporting institutions had plans

about using an effective and integrated presentation of audio

visual aids, such as pictures, graphs, and slides. Due to

31Evanston Township High School, Evanston, Illinois.
Jefferson County Public Schools, Louisville, Ky.
Oregon College of Education, -Monmouth, Oregon.
Western Illinois State College, Macomb, Illinois.

32MillersviLte Stat>e Te<:l.chersC()~lege,MillersVille,
Pennsylvania..
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the fact that television telecasting is So ,new at most

institutions, these visual aids have not as yet been used

to any great extent.

With more time and money, more experimenting and

learning, those techniques peculiar to television such as

close-ups and certain types of monitoring will help to make

televised instruction more interesting'and instructional to

watch. Since it has been established alrJady that the tech

nical facilities and production of the medium in most of the

institutions employing television leaves much to be desired,' \

the use of television techniques is probably a long way off

in the future.

Some schools plan to use the material they obtain

about the effectiveness of televised instruction to decide

whether'or not the learning involved was lasting and as

broad as that which would be possible in a regular classroom

situ3.tion. 33

Another future use of television is in the adult

education area designed to give community service. This

service could involve such things as 1'refresher courses" in

everything from shorthand to accounting, and instruction in

languages, such as conversational French,German, or Russian.

33State University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.
Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan.
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This service' can help to educate the community in which

teachers serve and in which future teachers may serve ..

A very specific use of television, still to be

developed in almost every local area, is to allow in-service

teachers to take teachertrai'ning courses which would allow

them to improve their own teaching methods.. The possibili

ties of this'particular use of television seem almost to be

unlimited.. Many administrators have leveled harsh criticisms

either against the inexperienced teacher, or the teacher with

many years 0f service who has not kept up with the latest

ideas and philosophies in education.. Teache r training pro

grams aimed directly to the in-service teachers involved

would surely help to improve the various school systems

involved.

"~o rather technical uses of television, to be added

in the future at San Jose State College, involves the use of

a low power station and a video tape equipment.. Through the

10\'1 power station and remote control facilities, a wider

variety of experiences could be presented to the teacher

trainees as more cooperating schooJ.s, teachers, and classes

could be observed. A video tape machine would solve many

problems arising from scheduling difficulties at the college

level.. The use of the tape would facilitate not only the

scheduling of education classes but also would provide for a

permanent fileofdemonst,ration observations and lessons.





CHAPTER SEVEN

SPECIFIC OPINIONS OF THE INSTRUGrORS INVOLVED IN THE TEACHING

OF CLASSES THROUGH TELEVISION

The returns to the questionnaires from many of the

reporting institutions included some definite statements, and

these will be listed in such a way so that those expressing

. similar opinions will be grouped together for easy comparison

and more logical organization.

The questionnaire stated nIt would be of great valte

to this study if you will write a brief statement setting

forth your opinion concerning the worthiness of television

as an aid in education. n The answers given by the individual

institutions foll0w.

I am of the opinion that as enrollment increases
the ~upply of superior teachers will not increase
proportionately.. So we have a choice of placing
mediocre teachers in·the increased number of class
rooms (if we wish to hold our present ratio) or
exposing these stUdents. to good teachers via TV..
The phenomenon of uno significant difference u which
characterizes TV research leads me to believe that
the real variable is the teacher and that the
superior teacher on· TV will always be preferabfe
to the. mediocre teacher in the classroom. Perhaps
the two working hand in hand will prove an effective
combination. There are, of course, many other
values of TV which are impossible to discuss here.

"'~--Brockport State Teachers College,
Brockport, New York.
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Television will make it possible to use better
teachers for teaching more people"

----Abilene Christian College, Abilene, Texas"

Personally, I believe and would hazard a prediction
that the teacher of the future--say in twenty years,
possibly less--must know how to coordinate a television
program in the classroom. In so doing, the present
demand for qualified teachers would be helped and I
believe the quality of instruction advanced.

----Eastern Montana College of Education,
Billings, Muntana.

To provide a means for maintaining high teaching
standards \men teacher shortage becomes acute througn
the use of the master±eacher technique on open cir
cuit TV.

----Fresno State College, F~esno, California.

It's main usefulness lies in its ability to bring
a master teacher and excellent demonstrations to a
large number of students who might never receive this
type of training.

----Teachers College, Columbia University, N.Y., N.Y.

TV has its greates potential for education in the
broader scope and larger fund of resources it Can bring
to t~~ classroom to augment what the teacher can do and
to enhance the understanding, interest, and enjoyment
of the student.

-~~-University of Toledo, Toledo, Ohio.

I believe that television has a great service to
perform as an aid to regular classroom teaching. I do
not believe that it will or should replace the class- .
room tea.cher but rather will provide material addi
tional . to the teachers and cover material with the
aid()f a master TV teacher specializing in such work.
Further TV techniques will in some cases make more
effective. the teaching of the classroom teacher.

- ... --University of North Dalcota, Grand Forks, N. D.
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Television has eaused nearly all' facets of the
educational program--curriculum, buildings, educational
materials, good teaching practices, and qualities of
good teachers to have the searchlight thrown upon them
as it has probably never been done before. It has also
caused those who are opposed to it to turn the search
light inward to improve what they have been doing.

----Jefferson County Public Schools,
Louisville, Kentucky.

Although most of these institutions do not indicate

anywhere in the questionnaire that they have been able to

use any but superior teachers in their presentation of

teacher training over television, they all do indicate that

the superior or master teacher is one of the main reasons

fbr using television in the preparation of teachers for the

profession. It should be pointed out that of the nineteen

specific objectives and opinions actually returned, eight

of these involved this one point. In other words, almost

half of'the institutions who felt it desirable to issue a

statement in their own words, emphasized the value of having

good teachers involved with the greatest number of students

possible.

cerv can provide more meaningful A-V learning
experiences to more people with the resul tant effect
of improved instruction.

----Millersville State Teachers College,
Millersville,Pennsylvania.

Makes possible more observation of laboratory school
classes by college students. Has. caused re-evaluation
of ce>ursecontent,· .etc..

----Western> Illiue>is State College,. Macomb, Illinois



I regard TV as the answer to many--but not all-~
of the p1='obleinsfacing education.. It. is, of course,
a visual aid, but not only a ~ sual aid. It is a
technique and if we vi ew 00 mmunication as a process,
rather than. a body of subject matter, it obviously
deserves (requires) specialized training.

----Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan.

In addition to serving as an audio-visual to
permit such experiences as observation and in addition
to providing enrichment programs, I believe that
television like the 16 mm film has great potential
as a method of teaching.

----Rhode Island College of Education,
Providence, Rhode Island..

These institutions seem to lean very heavily toward

the fact that television is primarily an audio-visual aid.

The statements on the questionnaire indicate that they are

interested in certain experimentation, and in the case of

Millersville State Teachers College a great deal of work is

being done to determine the advantages of 'television teaching ..

'In my opinion there is no communication medium
,more worthy of exploration, evaluation, and utilization_

than television as an aid to education.
~---San Jose State College, San Jose, California$

In our situation where a good team is in operation
(studio and receiving) end results have been highly .
satisfactory--bettertraining of receiving teachers 'in
large group teChniques would help us greatly..

....:--Jeffe:rson County Public Schools,
Louisv.i..lle, KentUCky..

I personally feel that it must have some purpose
and, some capabilities for education in general and
teacher education, specifically,but, I believe the
loose design of the current experiments is doing little
to actually establish TV as an aidto:education.

--..-Oregon College of Education, Monmouth, Oregon•.,
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We feel that if 'we cam achieve better reception on
the viewer this technique has real advantages for
teacher 1;raining. Our chief problems are technical"

----Gallaudet College, Washington, D. C.

TV and adult or community education should be
inextricably involved with each other. We have no
good teacher shortage but rather a shortage, percentage-

'wise of good students because of increasing numbers.
Also TV should be just that--AN AID ONLY--a phonograph
will only play back what is put into it. The discri
minatory faculties of the listener (viewer) are always
important and have to be developed~

----Fisk University, Nashville, Tennessee.

The fir.st two groups of schools make definite obser-

vations, draw conclusions, or issue statements about philo-

sophies involving the use of television as a teacher training

device. However, the five schools listed immediately before

are saying, in general, and in rather vague terms, that

tel~vision is important, has some advantages, and has some

disadva1;1tages. They do not seem to be sure of just what

they think about the medium except to issue statements

saying little, but saying it well:

We haven't been in the field long enough for me
to have an answer. We are looking for one.

----Illinois State Normal College, Normal, Illinois.

Let's test it some more first •
. ---_Central Washington College, Ellensburg,Wash.

These two institutions, contrary to the group just

mentioned before, are very definite in their opinions and

simply say that they have nothing to say about the medium

at all:
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Only a few conclusions can be drawn as to what these

individuals who are actually involved in televised instruction'

think .about the teaching of classes through television. But

it does seem important to realize that the largest grouping

of institutions reported in this study is very concerned with

being sure that their students involved with teacher prepara

tion have the advantage of good teacher examples. The medium

of television seems to be ideally suited to take care of this

requirements for most of these institutions.



CHAPTER EIGHT

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

. 1-·-
The results of the study indicate that most of the

institutions now using television as a traini~g device for. \

the training of teachers believe that ~he use 6f television
\

is an important medium in several aspects. The easiest way

to appreciate these aspects is to enumerate them indicating

specific points where they apply.

First, some of the reasons given for the use of

television in the teacher training program are that the

medium makes possible better trained and qualified instruc-

tors to be seen, and that the medium allows a great number

of students more easily to see these better trained and

better qualified teachers.

A second reason for the use of instructional tele-

vision is that, and this is especially true in the obser

vation of education classes, the number of students who may

obsetvethe same demonstration class situation withQut dis

turbing the class in any-way is almost unlimited. The college

instructor can make comments, ask and answer questions during

the obserV'at10n period where> teacher trainees observe the

actualapplicafion·· of teaching theory..
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Along with these first two points, ,it will be re

membered that there are three teacher advantages to tele

vision: it provides the better instructor before the greatest

number of students, it provides an opportunity for all viewers

to observe easily and clearly, and it focuses attention more

easily on specific details.

A third reaSon is that television can alleviate the

crowded classroom conditions. In most of the reporting

institutions there seemed to be no indication that with

teaching by television the quality of teaching was lessened. "

This is of particular importance because some critics of

television teacher training have sometimes indicated that

it would be difficult to present the programs as well on

television as in the actual classroom. The questionnaires

indicate ,that the institutions involved in the teacher

educa.tion programs do not feel that the critics are neces

s:!trily co'rrect. In most cases, however, there seems to be

some qualification given by the person answering the ques

tionnaire. As a result of this, it is difficult positively

tbcbe sure what the institution actually thinks. In some

cases specific and d~finite,()pini()nShavebeen given, and

these have been placed in an earLier portion of this work.

Thefourth'conclusion to be drawn is that the teaCher

t:rainingc'Ul'xiculumat theinstit l1 ticms involved with, such a
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program will be enlarged: in the future. "A great many more

subjects will be offered for in-training teachers and for

in-service teachers as well. This expansion of the use of

television will be made possible as soon as adequate faci

lities are provided. These institutions, which seem to

want to enlarge their curriculum, indicate they are being

held back only through lack of facilities, lack of funds,

and perhaps time to develop the overall program as it will

eventually be organized.

A fifth conclusion is that more adequate teacher

pr~paration before appearing before the camera must be made

so that the instructional material will be given to the

in-training teachers with the greatest possible ease and

the greatest possible preparation.

'Accompanying better teacher preparation is the need

for main.taining a better technical procedure and presentatio'n

of the teacher education program.

The developments of a larger curriculum, better

,teache,rs, and more, and better technical faci.li ties and

pr,eseni;atio:n probably will help to relieve the teacher
;.';::' .:" .... '-':.:' - '.' \'::,

shOI'tae~ becau,se, it, 'It\Till, allow not only a great number of

peop:tet(),~~tcJ:l<::lasse~pn t,elevision, b1.!t.also provide a

greater,:number ofpepple witb ,the proper exampl esof teaching
,;, .;'- ,..... -.' .', -.. >' " ': ,:' .:- '.; ",- , ' ';" '" ' .)', ',';', " .,' ';- '~_,' '-.:.' '.':: ".;' i ".'- ' . " ,'. " . :, ,: I ,_,', ,.,; ,'. :., '. - ";:',.. ":.'" .. " •

prpcedures,a§ employed by better pr~paFe<:i and better qualified

instructoJ;s.
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It should be pointed out that along with the many

great advantages the institutions found in their instructional

television program, there were a number of problems which

still needed to be analyzed and solved. The institutions

were cognizant of the fact, as was San Jose State College,

whose program was more thoroughly discussed at the begin

ning of the study, that much more experimenting needed to be

done in order to overcome many of the difficulties. The

teacher education programs at the different institutions all

presented specific problems peculiar'to their own situation.

Many of these problems were technical concerned with equip

ment and physical facilities. Each institution was not only

examining experiments and results of other colleges and

universities, but also trying to adapt them to their own

objectives, their own curriculum, their own staff, and their

own institution in general. At the earliest stages some-

times this involved the matter of educating the instructors

to the medium itself and how it might be utilized to the.

best advantages. The institutions involved with television

in teacher education are aware of their own problems~ and

because of this awareness they were not always definitive

in answering specific items on the questionnaire used for

this study. The instructors and administrators involved
lJ

with instructional television feel that the medium of tele ...

vision has much tooff'er to education in general and more
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specifically to teacher education.

A final conclusion involves all of the institutions

questioned, and they gave no indication of ceasing their

experimentation or the actual programs they have already

developed. Every institution returning the questionnaire

seemed to expect their program to expand and to grow. There

was a great desire on the part of those involved in the

administration of the teacher training program to continue

their experimentation and to expand and to improve the use

of television as a device in the tra~ning of teachers.







c•. Others ----------------

5. Others ~ ------------

What is the average size of class observing demonstration? _

62

No

----"
---'

No ---
......__, ceiling

floor , All three----
If "Xes," was it on the walls

2. Did you install acoustical matena11 Yes

3. llo",im~n'Ymicroph()neswere found to provide adequate
auqio ·pickup?· .
Were these: ,a.. Suspended from the ceiling

t>" On sta.nds

In preparing a classroom for televised demonstration:

1. Did you increaselighting1 Yes _

3. Commentary by the instructor may be given during
observation -----

4. Others

4. Facial expressions of students can be observed as
opposed to the uback-of -the-head"· view seen when a
class is visited _

1. Observation made without disturbing the class _

2. All students see the same situation which occurs in
the classroom _

1. Camera may miss important closeup _

2.. Equipment disturbs those students being observed ---
3. rechnical difficulties (sound failure, poor reception,

etc.)

SECTION ONE:'Observe classes in a demons~ration school

\~at are the advantages in the use of television in
classroom observation?

II. What are the disadvantages in the use of television in
classroom observation?



No _

No ---

Yes

Yes ---

c. At the front _

b. At the side ---
Please list number of cameras located a. At the back ---

If they are stationary, are they remotely controlled?

If you have mobile equipment, are they operated by
students?

Yes No

2. Does the demonstration teacher make commentary to
the student observers? Yes No

Pl~asedescribe any other techniques you might have used
or as using to make the demonstration-observation meaningful.

L. How many do you use? _

2. How many lens(es) do you use? _

Size of lens(es)

4 ..

V. In your use of camera equipment:

VI. During the observation:

1. Does the college instmctor make commentary to the
student observers? Yes No

VII. Following the observation does the demonstration teacher
discuss anything with the student observers?

VIII ..

I·
I
I

i
I !

I'

I
j

I
I-j
, I
~, 1
~ !
!

hi
ti

Ii
!"iJ



4. Lecture hall with single level for all seats

IV. What adaptations do you make in your receiving room?

5. An auditorium or theatre type room ---

64

Subject Matter Area

No

General
Education Area

Teach multiple sections of the same class

1. Do you dim the lights? Yes _

Professional
Education Area

2. Do you use one or multiple receiver(s) for
the classroom? They are placed at the front ,
side ,o~ both •

Do you use one or multiple speaker(s) for the
classrGom? They are placed at the front , side ,
or both.

2. Classroom with movable seats ---

6. A lounge area

7. others

3. Lecture hall with levels for seats ---

4. How·high are the television sets placed from the floor? _

V. In your opinion which of the courses mentioned in Item I of
this SECTION is best adaptable for televised instructiGn in
the training of teachers?

Has the teaching of this class any special importance in the
training of future teachers? If so, explain.

,>

I. In what subject or subject areas is television used in your
teacher training program? (Please list specific course by ,name)

SECTION TWO:

II. What is the average number of students viewing a television
set?

III. What type of room hav~ you found to be most successful for
viewing televised instruction?

1. Classroom with fixed seats





! "SECTION FOUR: S~ecific Objectives and O~inions

(Although this section may take more time and effort, your
responses to the items listed will be very m~ch appreciated,.)

I. What are some specific objectives of your use of television
as an instructional medium?

II. If you offer televised instruction consistently, you probably
believe that television provides a superior method of instruction
as compared to traditional classroom procedures. If this is so,
please list some of the reasons for this belief on your part.

How might your use of television in teacher training be helped .
by an e~~ansion of your present television facilities?

IV. Would the expansion of your present facilities as mentioned
above permit you to increase the number and kind of class
presentation utilizing television? If so, how?



V. It would be of great value to this study if you will
write below a brief statement setting forth your opinion
concerning the worthiness of television as an aid to
education.

IV.. It self-addressed, stamped envelope is. enclosed for your
convenience in returning the material. A summary of the
findings will be mailed to you if you so indicate:

I would like to receive a summary of the

findings of this study.

I do not wish to receive a copy of the

findings of this study.

67



I. Do you use television as a tool in the training of teachers?

4. Stationed owned educational television [sic) 5%

B.. Do you use television to:

1. Observe classes in a demonstration school ...... 27%

68

9%

9%

• 27%

59%

.. 41%

18%

.. .. ..

. . .. ..

. . . . .

• • • eo.

46%

. . ..

. . .

• .. 21%

. . . . . .. . . . .. .. ., . . . .

. . . .

. . .. .

• • • • of)' .. ..

.; .

•• • .. • • • ., • 0

Yes "

No ••

Commercial television. " • .

Closed circuit television. .

Both ..

Both .. • • •

R~search [sic] ..

APPENDIX Bo

2 0

1 ..

3"

3.

2. Teach multiple sections of the same Class ..

4. ETV workshop for future teachers [sic1

IThirty,;.,twoinstitutionsreporting.

. 5.

aJRRENT USE OF TELEVISION IN THE TRAINING OF TEACHERS!

A.. If your answer was "Yes, n do you use:



APPENDIX C.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES IN THE USE OF TELEVISION IN
CLASSROOM OBSERVATION!

What are the advantages in the use of television in class
room observations?

I. Observation made without disturbing the class. .. • 80%

2. All students see the same situation which occurs
in the classroom .. .. . . • .. .. • .. . • • .. .. • 90%

3. Commentary by the instructor may be given during
observation. • .• . .. • . • . • • • . • • • • • .. 80%

4. Facial expression of students can be observed as
opposed to the "back-of.. the..head" view seen when
a class is visited 70%

What are the disadvantages in the use of television in
classroom observation?

1. Camera may miss important close up .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 30%

2. Equipment disturbs those students being observed .. 20%

3. Technical difficulties (sound failure, poor recep-
tion, etc.). .. • • .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. . • • • .. .. .. .. 70%

ITen institutions reporting



APPENDIX D.

AVERAGE CLASS S IZE1

What is the average size of class observing demonstration?

20 . • • 20%

25 •• • • • • • 10%

25 to 35 • • • • • • 10%

35 • • • • . • • • • • . 20%

30 to 40 ~ • • • • • 20%

40 • • • • • • • • ,0 0 • 40%

ITen· insti tutions .• reporting

70



APPENDIX E.

In preparing a classroom for televised demonstration

DEMONSTRATION CLASSROOM1

.,

70%

.. 30%

• 70%

• 40%

• " 40%

.. 60%

• • 30%

•• 20%

. ..

.. ..

. -. .

.. ., ..

· . . ..

• • 30%

10%

• 10%

• • 10%

• 10%

• 10%

• • 10%

ill • • 0 •

. .

. . .. '. .

. ..

. ..

. . .
• • • 0

• e e _ •

No •

. . . .

2) 1avalier type •

on stands..

others:
1) boom mike

3 • • •

2 to 3••

1 •

2

4 .

I to 4.

Never [sic] •

b.

c.

3) blackboard chalk trays • 10%

ITen institutions: reporting

If uYestt
, was it on the '''''ails. .. . ••. 66%

ceiling.. .. . • • • • • 66%
floor. .. • • • 33%
all three. • • .. .. • .. 00%

were these: a. suspended from ceiling

No .....

2. Did you install acoustical material?

Yes ...

1. Did you increase the lighting?

Yes.

3. How many microphones were found to provide adequate
audio pickup?



5. Please list number of cameras located at these points

4.. If they are stationary are they remotely controlled?

3.. If you have mobile equipment are they operated by
students?

30%

60%

• 30%

30%

• 30%

• 10~

.... 30%

• 60%

.. .

1.•. 40%

2 ..... 00%

3.. • • 00%

. .. .

at the front

3 rt
•

2 ft
.. •

4" .. .
Zoomars .. .. 10%

Size of lens(es)

.. . . . .

• 30%

• 30%

... 40%

•• 40%

1 •

2 •

3 ..

.. . .

. . .. .

. .. . . .

• • • e _

.. 00%

• 30%

.. 10%

.. 30%

.. 20%

. ..

•• 10%

.. .

.. ..

Yes

No.

No ...

Yes •.

. .. ..

.. . ..

.. .. ..

.. ..

. . .

. . . . .
5 ..

APPENDIX F.

CAMERA. EQUIPMENTI

1 ..

2 .

3 ..

4 ..

6 ..

ITen institu.tions rep()rting

How many do you use?

at the back at the side

1. . . 60% 1 • . .40%

2. 00% 2. .. .. 00%

3. . • 00% 3 .. .. .10%

1 ..

2& How many lens(es) do you use?

In your use of camera equipment



APPENDIX G"

COMMENTARY DURING AND FOLLOWING THE OBSERVATIONl

Following the observation does the demonstration teacher
discuss anything with the student observers?

90%

.. 80%

.. 00%

.. 10%

... 40%

• 60%

. .. ..

. . .
.. .. .

. .

. . . . . .

.. .. .

. . . .Yes

Yes

No.

Yes

No••

No.

1Ten institutiiollS .. reporting

Very little (SiC) ... 20%

2. Does the demonstration teacher make commentary to
the student observers?

During the observation:

10 Does the college instructor make commentary to the
student observers?



APPENDIX H.

14

1Twe1ve institutions reporting

• 8%

• .17%

• 8%

· .. 8%

• .33%

• 8%. .
•..• 8%

. . .

• • •

· . .
· . . . .

· . .

., 0 4) • •

. . . . . .
. .

40 ••

25 . .. •

14 •

15 ..

100 0

25 to 35.

30

AVERAGE NUMBER OF STUDENTS VIEWING A TELEVISION SET!

In teaching multiple sections of the same class by television,
what is the average number of students viewing a television
set?



4.. Lecture hall with single level for all seats ... 00%

What type of room have you found to be most successful for
viewing televised instruction?

APPENDIX L.

,7p

17%

66%

8%

... 25%

• 00%

· .. ..

· . ,.

· .. ..

.. ..

.. • 0 ..

.. ..

.. .. .

• • • • • •.. • e .,

l1\1elve institutions reporting

Classroom with fixed seats •

Classroom with movable seats

An auditorium or theatre type room ..

TYPE OF ROOM FOUND MOST SUCCESSFUL FOR VIEWING
TELEVISED INSTRUCTION1

A lounge area. ..

Lecture hall with levels for seats

Lecture hall with movable seats. .. .. .; .. .. .. ... 8%

L.

2.

3.

7. Others

6..



2. Do you use one•••• 33% receivers for the classroom?

3. Do you use one•••• 50% speakers for the classroom?

58%

· 42%

• 42%

• 11%

• 00%

.• 58%

· 33%

•• 25%

8%

. .

. . .

.. .

. ..

. . .

. . .
. . .

. . .

. . . .

. . . . .

8%

25%

. . . . . .

.. . .

• 11%

8%

• 25%

8%

.. .. .

. . .

. .. . . . .

. . . . . . . . . .

· .. .
· .

· . ..

No.

Yes •

e .. e •

bacl\:.

both.

side. •

both.

. .
. . ... .

.o. •

. . . . . . . .

. . .

4' •

5' .. ..

5 to 6'. • •

31:.·2 • • • •

6' ..

7 8 •

'7:6

APPENDIX Jo

ADAPTATIONS MADE IN RECEIVING ROOMS1

lTwelve institutions ~~lJorting

Do you dim the lights?

multiple .. 83%

They are placed at the front •

side,...

multiple • 33%

-They are placed at the front

1"

4 0 How high are the television sets placed from the floor?

What adaptations do you make in your receiving room?



APPENDIX K.

ITwenty-two institutions reporting

SUBJECT AND SUBJECT AREAS USED IN
TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAMS1

Subject Matter Area

Mathematics; shorthand e

(Wayne State Univ.)

Art; music ..
(Jefferson County
Public Schools)

Comprehensive
European Government;
Greeks and the Bible;
Dramatic Interpretation.
(State Univ. of Iowa)

English composition;
Beginning chemistry;
English literature.
(Oregon College of
Education)

Typing; Speech Arts;
English.
(Evanston Township
High School)

Science; English; Music;
Social sciences.
(Brockport State
Teachers College)

General
Education Area

General psychology.
(Western 111.
State College)

Hygiene.
(Ill. State
Normal Univ. )

Professional
Education Area

In what subjects or subject areas is television used in your
teacher training program?

Human Development.
(Abilene Christian Col.)

Secondary curricu
lum and instruction,
direct teaching and
observation;
the learner, observa
tion;
Elementary school
curriculum, observa
tion.
(San Jose State Col.)

Observation of
edUCation classes.
(Brocltport State
Teachers Col.)

Educational survey
of the field.
(Univ. of Toledo)

Education.
(Wayne State Univ.)

Observation of
classes;

. Observation of
testing demonstra
tions.
(Western 111.
State College)



APPENDIX L ..

PERSON DECIDING ON PROCEDURE AND PRESENTATION OF SUBJECT MATTER!

Who decides on the procedure and presentation of subject matter
for the televised instruction?

4%

4%

9%

9%

00%

4%

• 00%

• 18%

• • 36%

. .
. .

. . .

. . . ." .

. . . . . . .

• • • • • • • • • • • e • • •

. . . .

. . . . . . . .

The teacher, producer and the director.

The teacher and the department head. " •

The teacher and the director •

11'wenty-two institutions report.ing

Others • • •

a. The teacher and the producer • •

c.

e. The dean, the teacher and the producer

d.

b.

The department head.

The teacher••

The dean or other administrator •.

2.

7. Any two or more combinations of the above

3.

4. The producer (a person designated to oversee the" 4%
entire production)

5.. The director (one who directs the camera shots). • 00%

1 ..

6.



8. Adaptability to new
methods and procedure
of presentation • .. • • • 68% 14%

Please rate the following, using the scale provided, which
is desi~led to indicate your estimate of the value of certain
aspects of the television teacher and his presentation.. The
arrangement of items below does not indicate any attempt to
rank the items in an order of importance.

APPENDIX M"

32%

54%

78%

73% 4%

59% 23%

14%

4%

4%

• 50%

Necessary Desirable Not important

. .. .... .. .Good posture.

3. Neatness in dress and
appearance. • • ..• 4%

THE TELEVISION TEACHERl

1'11.'.' . .J.wenty-two institutions reporting

1. Performing ability.

2. Good voice quality•••. 27%

5. Attractive physical
appearance. • • .. • • . •

6. Enthusiasm for televised
instruction • • • • • . • 68%

4.

7. Enthusiasm for teaching. 78%



APPENDIX N.

TEACHING LOAD FOR THE TELEVIS ION TEACHERl

9%

23%

4%

4%

4%

• 23%

59%. . .

• .... 60%

• 40%

. . .

.. . .. .

. .

. .

.. . .

. . .

.. .. .

. .

. ..

.. .. .

. . .

. . . . . . . .

No.

Yes

25% allowed ..

50% allowed ..

three

three or four

two "

regular schedule.

four.

l'I'wenty-two institutionS reporting

Is there a reduction of the teaching load for any preparation
period in the semester preceding the actual teaching of the
course on television?

If "Yes," what percentage of his teaching is allowed for
this preparation?

How many classes other than those on television is the
instructor expected to teach during the semester in which
he is occupied in teaching on television? Please give
number.



THE NATIONAL DEFENSE EDUCATION ACf
Public Law 85-864, signed September 2, 1958

Federal funds authorized by the National Defense Education Act l

70,000
5,000

81

(2)

70,000
5,000

(2)

70,000
5,000

(2)

70,000
5,000

15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000
6,250 7,250 7,250 7,250

8,000 8,000 8,000 8,000
7,250 7,250 7,250 7,250

3,000 5,000 5,000 _ 5,000

15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000

(2) (2) (2) (2)

(3) (3) (3) (3)

1958-59 1959-60 1960-61 1961-62
(Thousands of dollars)

$47,500 $75,000 $82,500 $90,000

. . .

APPENDIX O.

J :ll ~...• il >~: ~.)
i ',' ,_,") J:/)

D~fenseEducCltionAct,A Full Repo'rt'"r.tj; ,; ,
October-Ncgr~5)t519?8.

Ti tle . II. LOANS TO STUDENTS1 •

Title 1:1;1. FINANCIAL AID FOR
STRENGTHENING INSTRUCTION:

Equipment and remodelling • • • •
State supervision • • • • • •

Title IV. FELLOWSHIPS

Title V. GUIDANCE, COUNSELING,
TESTING:

State programs. • • • ~ • • • . •
Institutes••••••••.•••

Title VI. LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT:
Centers •• • . • • • • . • • • •
Institutes. • • • • •• • • • • •

Title VII. RESEARQ-I IN USES OF TV
RADIO, MOVIES, ETC•••••••

Title VIII. AREA VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION • • • • • • • •

Title IX. SCIENCE INFORMATION
SERVICE • • • . • . • • • • • •

Tit1eX. (SEC. 1009). IMPROVING
STATISTIC~ SERVICES. • • • • •

1"Natio!lal
Sc:hoo1Life, 41:5,

tIn addition to the amounts given here, the Act authorizes (1)
"such,sums as may be necessarytl for the 4 years following 1961-6'2
to permit every student under the program to continue or complete
his edUCation, and (2) up to a total of $25 million for the entire
period for loans to the institutions to help them finance their
share of the loan funds.

2"SuCh sUInsas may be necessary. I'
3!'!Such sum.~as the Congress may determine. tl No State may

receive IIlore than $50,000 a year.
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